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About This Content

NOTE: THE MAIN GAME X-PLANE 10 IS NOT AVAILABLE ANYMORE!
PLEASE ONLY PURCHASE DLCS WHEN YOU ARE ALREADY OWNER OF X-

PLANE 10!

The Carenado line of aircraft has been well acclaimed by users and reviewers for many years and for good reason. They are well
constructed, looks good and have impeccable behavior in flight. The cockpits are accurate and well equipped.

Special Features

Includes improved default X-Plane 10.30 GNS430

Plugin-enhanced

FPS-optimized model

NEW! Scroll wheel support

DDS textures for faster load times and optimization

Hide/unhide fairings option
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Volumetric side view prop effect

Default GNS530 when using X-Plane 10.30 (Beta) or higher

Features

HD quality textures

3D gauges

Original HQ digital stereo sounds recorded directly from the real aircraft

Customizable panel for controlling windows transparency, instrument reflections and static elements such as wheel
chocks and sights props

Realistic behavior compared to the real airplane (tested by real pilots )

Real weight and balance

Realistic night lights effects on panel and cockpit

Included in the package

5 HD liveries

1 HD Blank livery

1 model (1 person onboard)

CT206H Emergency Checklist PDF

CT206H Normal Procedures PDF

CT206H Performance Tables PDF

CT206H Reference PDF

KFC225 Autopilot PDF

Recommended Settings PDF
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Title: X-Plane 10 AddOn - Carenado - CT206H Stationair
Genre: Simulation
Developer:
Carenado
Publisher:
Aerosoft GmbH
Release Date: 14 Apr, 2015

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP/Vista/7/8

Processor: 3 GHz, multi-core CPU (or, even better, multiple processors)

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: with at least 512 MB of VRAM

Storage: 430 MB available space

English
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This low budget indie game is bursting with charm, snappy music, and good old fashioned platforming challenge.

Check this one out, it'll make you happy for a little while.

[ADDENDUM]
Now I'm sure there's gonna be some jackwagons complaining about the price seeing as this game is only a couple hours long, but
five dollars is totally worth it. That game costs less than a movie for the same length of entertainment, and this game is a whole
lot better than most of the movies coming out this month, that's for sure.. Great for what it's used for, and I can even use it to
make different kinds of pixel arts!. I really like this generator pack. Maybe if there will be a second may I suggest creatures like
rabbits, orcs & goblins? Also Female Beasts would be amazing. This is my favorite visual novel as of yet. I can't wait until the
rest of the series becomes available in english.. Kind of wish there was a more neutral option than just Yes\/No.

The biggest problem with this game is that there is a crash on Exit that will force you to remove your VR headset to dismiss the
crash dialog when you want to stop playing. While this doesn't impact gameplay this is a huge inconvenience in general. (Used
Vive, did not test Rift and don't know if the crash happens there or not.)

Furthermore, this game is predominantly viewed from different angles by grabbing and rotating the map. If you have ever seen
or played a game called Echochrome it's basically like that although without the perspective gimmick. This means, unfortunately
in my opinion, that there is no real reason for this to be a VR title, BUT I do appreciate the developers' contributions to
diversifying the genres and perspectives available for VR.

The game seems fairly straight forward and simple, there is no real penalty for death as far as I can tell except you start at the
last checkpoint which are frequent. It's a good game for beginners, kids, or people who just want to have a slightly different VR
game in case the stuff they're already playing gets stale.

This game is also perfect for playing seated.. Worth A Buy!
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You can get some serious gun-fu going in this game.

pro's:

- locomotion is damn near perfect (i stuck with the second option, feels better than trackpad for me though im competent with
that too)
- guns feel right (usually, ill get to that)
- when you get the speedrun gun-fu going you feel properly ninja
- gets pretty mad difficult
- runs well, i havent had any slow downs yet on rx480

cons
- tutorial stage wanted me to go past my playable area, i had to very carefully reach behind my tv to grab something vital to
complete it
- sound bugs, ya know the one; sound cuts off when too much stuff is happening
- rare weapon bug where it wasnt being held quite right, dropping the weapon solved it.
- sometimes its too long between checkpoints
- level design could be more varied

This game is a mad score based dash through some truly hardcore gunfights, if you play it properly you play it fast.

you could argue that the bad guys are dumb, standing completely still for the most part firing their slow moving projectiles at
your face. But in all honesty it lends itself to the gameplay really well. You'll be facing up to so many of them you'll be glad they
stay still.

id have played it longer today but its bloody hot here in uk and vr isnt exactly comfortable in this heat.

theres some climbing to do here. but from what ive seen the game never demands gunplay while you are climbing which seems
like a missed opportunity.

I get the feeling also that i'd perform better with the trackpad locomotion option but i liked the waggle method so much more
than trackpad. I dont get any nausea from standing games so i cant really comment on that.

it seems fairly short but its a score chaser so thats not too bad cuz the battles do get rather epic. More levels would be nice
though in the finished product

overall i really like this game, one of the best ive played so far which granted isnt that many i havent had vr for that long.
id rate it slightly higher than raw data as of now, which is another great title.. So far not worth it... would have played longer if
the game hadn't crashed. (might give it another go later)

So few words about it, the trailer video gave a really nice impression of the game, like there would be a deep story or characters
with brilliant personalities. But immediately after starting the game I was stunned by the lack of, well any and all of what i
consider a story. You're thrown into this world with very little knowledge of what's going on and zero backstory. I mean cmon,
what i learned was basicly that the main heroine is a CEO or something and the first words i hear from her mouth is "i wanna go
for an adventure!". There's no story arc (atleast not in the begining, what i consider pretty important) to immerse the player into
the game, nor even clear directions, the first area is a big\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665building and i had no idea where i
was supposed to go.

Really i will try it again because i wasted my money on this, had there been a review telling me anything above i wouldn't have
bought it.. The car park is filled with zombies.
Shoot all the zombies.
There is one car park.
There are two guns.
There are infinite zombies.
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Sometimes a zombie will kick you.
Congratulations; you are only 99 kicks away from merciful death.
Oh no, you accidentally walked over one of the many inescapable health and armour pick ups.
Never mind.
Stand still.
Close your eyes.
It will all be over soon.
"Did that \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing thing just crawl up out of solid concrete?"
I said close your eyes.

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=G3usmfckYdU. Simplistic graphics, simplistic gameplay. This is boring.. An addicting
beat 'em up game for all ages! I recommend it for anyone, even if they've never seen a single episode of OK KO in their life!.
Good start.. This game is pretty similar to triple town so I don't think the concept is original, but it doesn't feel as repetitive as I
expected. boss fight, bonus stage, survival mode and shop. I can guess this is a ported mobile app game, which I don't really like
playing because most of casual games bores me. but hey, this is pretty good and I'm surprised myself. I bought this as soon as it
came out hoping this will be "LOLO series (NES)" -ish. didn't watch the video, I was wrong but I don't regret the purchase, it's a
good way to refresh your mind.

Graphics: 8.5
I respect the devs for its clean mixed 2d for gameplay visual and 3d menu. style is cute. for every detail, yes, I do notice them,
they are appreciated.

Sound: 6.5
Average, It's not something that you'll remember, not catchy, but also not something you'll hate.

Gameplay: 7
As I mentioned before, concept is not original but improvised in its own way so it's good. one of the casual games I'd like to
spend my time with. I had most fun with survival mode as the you don't need to say goodbye to your "evolved mammoth" every
level.

Customer Support: 10
Found a bug and reported it. was fixed 2 days later. best support I have ever experienced.

Overall rating: 8.0
This is a good game to refresh your mind.
One of the best casual games out there.. Love it. Best title game for a game!. This game is so bad I'm suprised it hasnt been
pulled from the store.

I bought it, its now hidden from my library and will stay that way.
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